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Pay Structure Change…

A few changes were made in the structure of MPLA at the WLA/MPLA Conference last fall. The first was a change in payment structure for dues. This structure makes payment of membership dues easier on the website.

Leadership Change….

A second change was the reorganization of leadership. An Administration Committee was established to perform the everyday work of MPLA that was previously performed by the entire board. This committee is made up of the former Finance & Management and By-Laws Committees.

Section Changes….

The Reorganization Task Force is also working to establish Electronic Communities. These communities will replace former sections. Please help to establish these communities by taking the survey at www.mpla.us.

Website Change…

The new website for MPLA is www.mpla.us. Take a look at the site for great information about MPLA.

Ghost Ranch

MPLA is preparing to take applications for Ghost Ranch ’06. Be on the lookout for that information in the very near future.